AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Lesions of the inferior temporal (IT) cortex selectively hamper monkeys in tasks requiring visual memory. A system that recognizes images must be able to encode a current stimulus, recall the code of a previous stimulus, compare the codes of the two stimuli, and make a decision on the basis of the outcome of the comparison. Therefore, IT neurons must be involved in at least one of these processes. To determine the specific role of IT neurons in visual memory, we measured the information conveyed in the neuronal responses about current patterns, recalled patterns, and behavioral context.
2. Two monkeys were trained to perform a sequential matching task using a set of 32 black and white Walsh patterns. In the course of an experiment, each pattern was presented repeatedly in sample, match, and nonmatch behavioral contexts. While the monkeys were performing the task, we recorded the activity of 76 neurons from area TE of IT. The neuronal responses to the stimuli were converted to spike density functions, and the resultant waveforms were quantified using their principal components. The relationships between the responses and the stimuli were studied using analysis of variance and information theory. 3. The analysis of variance was applied to the neuronal response waveforms using the context (sample, match, or nonmatch) and the patterns of the stimuli as independent variables and the spike count or the coefficients of the principal components as the dependent variables. We found that the waveforms of most neurons were significantly modulated by both the pattern and the context of the stimulus presentation.
4. We also analyzed the stimulus-response relationships using information theory. The input codes were based on the pattern and context of the stimuli, and the output codes were based on the spike count or the principal components of the responses. The neuronal response waveforms were found to convey significant amounts of information about both the pattern and context of the stimuli. Transmitted information was greatest when the response of a neuron was interpreted as a message about the combination of pattern and context. Nevertheless, there was information about context independent of pattern and vice versa. 5. We also used information theory to determine whether the neuronal responses to the second, or test, stimulus conveyed information about the pattern of the first, or sample, stimulus. The input codes were based on the patterns of the sample stimuli, and the output codes were based on the responses to the nonmatch test stimuli. We found that the responses to the nonmatch stimuli carried significant amounts of information about the pattern of the previous sample stimuli. Furthermore, two thirds of this information was transmitted in the temporal distribution of the spikes and only one third in their number.
6. Area TE includes neurons in the superior temporal sulcus and the inferior temporal gyrus. On the basis of penetration depth records, we found that neurons in the gyrus appeared to convey more than twice as much information about the patterns of the current stimuli as the neurons in the sulcus. Thus there appears to be a functional subdivision within the anatomically defined area TE.
7. We hypothesize that the role of IT neurons in visual memory tasks is to compare the internal representations of current visual images with the internal representations of recalled images. The companion paper tests a hypothetical neuronal mechanism, based on multiplication of temporally modulated waveforms, for making this comparison. INTRODUCTION The neuronal mechanisms that link vision and memory remain largely unknown. However, anatomic, physiological, and ablation studies suggest that the region where this linkage occurs is in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex. IT neurons are one of the final stages in the visual form pathway stretching from primary visual cortex (VI ) through the circumstriate belt (V2-V4) to IT cortex (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982) . Furthermore, IT cortex is directly connected to the amygdala (Aggleton et al. 1980; Amaral and Price 1984; Iwai and Yukie 1987; Iwai et al. 1987; Turner et al. 1980; Webster et al. 199 1) and the entorhinal cortex (Insausti et al. 1987; Jones and Powell 1970; Van Hoesen and Pandya 1975a; Whitlock and Nauta 1956 ) and indirectly connected to the hippocampus (Van Hoesen and Pandya 1975b; Witter and Amaral 199 1) ; all of these are involved in memory (Mishkin 1978 (Mishkin , 1982 Moss et al. 198 1) . Neuropsychological studies have shown that the performance of monkeys on pattern recognition tasks, which depend on both vision and memory, is selectively impaired by lesions of IT cortex (Dean 1978; Iwai and Mishkin 1968; Mishkin 1972 Mishkin , 1982 . The physiological properties of IT neurons also make them appropriate for linking visual stimuli with remembered stimuli. IT neurons have large receptive fields, often with both bilateral and fovea1 representations (Gross et al. 1972) . Furthermore, a small number of IT neurons respond strongly to complex visual stimuli such as hands and faces (Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1972) , although many IT neurons also respond with systematic dependence on geometric parameters (Richmond et al. 1987; Schwartz et al. 1983) . In addition, the responses of IT neurons to visual stimuli can be modulated by a number of attentional, behavioral, and memory-related variables (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Fuster and Jervey 198 1; Fus-ESKANDAR, RICHMOND, AND OPTICAN ter et al. 198 1; Gross et al. 1979; Mikami and Kubota 1980; Miller et al. 199 1; Miyashita and Chang 1988; Moran and Desimone 1985; Riches et al. 199 1; Richmond and Sato 1987; Spitzer and Richmond 199 1; Spitzer et al. 1988 ). Therefore neurons in IT cortex are thought to be the site where information from vision and memory interact.
A number of researchers have explored the role of IT neurons by studying awake monkeys trained to perform delayed matching-to-sample tasks. In these tasks, a sample stimulus is followed, after a brief delay, by a test stimulus. The researchers showed that the responses of IT neurons depend on both the pattern or color of the stimulus and its behavioral context. However, there were few cells that signaled exclusively the behavioral context of the stimuli (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Gross et al. 1979; Mikami and Kubota 1980; Riches et al. 199 1) .
In a visual matching task, the memory of the first stimulus must be stored. Whether or not neuronal activity could reflect this memory has been the focus of studies of the delay period between the two stimuli (Fuster and Jervey 198 1; Fuster et al. 198 1; Miyashita and Chang 1988) . These studies found that some IT neurons displayed increased activity during the delay period between presentations of the sample and test stimuli. In a small number of neurons, this delay activity was specific for the color or the pattern of the sample stimuli. Thus it was suggested that IT neurons retain, in their maintained activity, short-term memories of behaviorally relevant visual stimuli.
The earlier studies showed that IT neurons were influenced by stimulus pattern, behavioral context, and memory. These studies demonstrated the importance of IT neurons in visual memory. However, they were unable to explicitly define the functional role of IT neurons in visual memory. Defining this role requires that the nature of the interactions occurring during the tasks, such as the effects of behavioral context and previous patterns on the responses to the current patterns, be elucidated.
We studied the activity of neurons in IT cortex to define their functional role in visual memory. We associated IT neurons with specific functions by formulating a minimal model of visual memory. This model has four stages: form an internal representation of the current pattern, recall the internal representation of the previous pattern, compare the two representations, and make a decision on the basis of the comparison. Because IT lesions disturb performance in visual memory tasks, the responses of IT neurons must contain information related to one or more of these processes. With that riiodel in mind, we studied the influence of pattern, context, memory, and their interactions on the responses of IT neurons.
Attention must be paid to the encoding properties of IT neurons. The previous studies assumed that neurons convey information only in their average firing rate, whereas both the rate and the temporal waveform of firing are driven by visual stimuli (Optican and Richmond 1987; Richmond and Optican 1987) . This temporal modulation may arise from a number of mechanisms, including complex network interactions, differences in delays between excitatory and inhibitory inputs, and feedback from later areas. The information processing task in which the neuron is involved thus determines the temporal modulation of its responses. It is not known whether neurons simply extract the mean firing rate from their inputs, or whether they are sensitive to incoming temporal modulation. Thus we quantified both the average firing rate and the temporal waveform of the neuronal responses without assuming which was used to convey information to other neurons (Optican and Richmond 1987; Richmond and Optican 1987) .
We found that the responses of most IT neurons simultaneously conveyed information about the patterns of current stimuli, remembered stimuli, and their behavioral context. Much of this information was carried by the temporal waveform of the responses. Thus we hypothesize that some IT neurons perform a comparison of current images with remembered images. In addition, on the basis of penetration depth records, we found that TE neurons in the inferior temporal gyrus convey twice as much information about stimulus pattern as TE neurons in the superior temporal sulcus, suggesting that there are functional subdivisions within the anatomically defined area TE. Some of these findings were reported in an abstract (Eskandar et al. 1991) .
METHODS
Two rhesus monkeys (Maccaca mulatta), one female and one male weighing 5.0 and 6.5 kg, respectively, were studied while performing delayed match-to-sample tasks.
Surgical protocol
Surgery was carried out in a sterile operating environment using standard techniques while the monkeys were deeply anesthetized. A post to hold the head in place and a recording chamber that allowed access to the inferior temporal cortex were attached to the skull using dental acrylic (Richmond et al. 1983; Wurtz 1969 ). The recording chamber was centered at stereotaxic coordinates AP+15 and L+21. During the same procedure, a coil of Tefloncoated stainless steel wire was implanted under the Tenon's capsule of one eye to allow for monitoring eye position via the magnetic field/search coil technique (Judge et al. 1980; Robinson 1963) . The monkeys were allowed 2 wk to recover from the surgery, during which time they received analgesics to alleviate discomfort. Both monkeys recovered from the surgery without complications and remained healthy throughout the experimental period.
Experimental setup
During an experiment, the monkey was seated in a primate chair facing a 24-in. video monitor (NEC, noninterlaced Multisync XL). The monkey's head was held in place to allow for stable recording and accurate monitoring of eye movements. The monkeys were trained to perform a number of tasks using stimuli that were based on Walsh functions (Ahmed and Rao 1975; Richmond et al. 1987) . These stimuli constitute a mathematically complete basis set of patterns for black and white pictures of a given resolution. There were 16 two-dimensional black and white patterns, along with their contrast-reversed counterparts, for a total of 32 stimuli (Fig. 1) . The stimulus images were generated by a microcomputer (Number Nine graphics card) and displayed on the video monitor. The frame rate was 60 Hz, and stimulus appearance was synchronized to the start of a video frame. The Walsh patterns were presented on a uniform gray background with a luminance of 9.0 ft-L, and the patterns had black and white pixel luminances of 2.0 and 25.0 ft-L, respectively. These stimuli have FIG. 1. Complete Walsh stimulus set consisted of 16 Walsh patterns (A ) and their contrast-reversed counterparts (B) . These stimuli form a complete, orthogonal basis set for any black and white pattern with a resolution of 4 X 4 pixels.
been previously shown to elicit differential responses from IT neurons (Richmond et al. 1987 ).
Behavioral protocol
The monkeys were first trained to detect the dimming of a small fixation point for a drop of liquid reward ( Wurtz 1969) . The monkeys were then trained to maintain gaze when the fixation point was turned off and different Walsh patterns were presented, thus avoiding any interference between the stimuli and the fixation point (Richmond et al. 1983 ). Once the monkeys had mastered this fixation task, they were trained to perform a sequential nonmatch-to-sample task using the 32 Walsh patterns (Fig. 24 . The monkey initiated a trial by grasping a metal bar and fixating a small black spot subtending 0.15 O. After 350 ms, the fixation point disappeared and a sample pattern subtending 2.5 O appeared in the center of the visual field for 352 ms. After the sample pattern, there was a delay period of 550 ms, during which the fixation point reappeared. After the delay period, a test pattern appeared for 352 ms.
If the test stimulus differed from the sample stimulus, the monkey was required to release the bar within 550 ms after its disappearance. If the test stimulus matched the sample stimulus, the monkey was required to continue holding the bar for 550 ms until a third nonmatching stimulus appeared. The monkey was required to maintain fixation within 1 .O" throughout the duration of a trial; otherwise the trial was aborted. At the completion of a trial, there was an interval ranging from 750 ms to several seconds before the next sample stimulus appeared. The type of trialmatch or nonmatch-and the pairings of sample stimuli with nonmatch stimuli were presented in a random fashion. This ensured that the monkey could not anticipate the type of trial and that there were nearly equal numbers of trials for each stimulus in each context. The monkeys were trained until they performed correctly 8 5% of the time.
To control for the possibility that the motor action involved in the bar release, or the reward itself, were somehow influencing the results, we trained one monkey to perform the corresponding match-to-sample task (Fig. 2B ). This task was the same as the nonmatch-to-sample task except that the monkey was rewarded for responding to the match stimuli and had to refrain from responding to nonmatch stimuli. We also trained one monkey to perform the basic nonmatch-to-sample task with only a few of the Walsh patterns. With the full set of patterns, there were 32 X 3 1, or 992, combinations of sample and nonmatch patterns. Thus in a given session of only a few thousand trials, any particular combination could not occur more than a few times. To achieve more repetitions of the combinations, we performed some experiments using the nonmatch-to-sample task with only three or six Walsh patterns taken from the full set. In these neurons, there were from 13 to 150 repetitions of each sample-test combination. 2. Both monkeys were trained to perform a sequential nonmatchto-sample task (A ) , and 1 monkey was trained to perform a sequential match-to-sample task (B). Each task consisted of match and nonmatch trials randomly interleaved. Vertical deviations in the timeline reflect the appearance and disappearance of stimuli. Dashed line indicates the period during which the monkey was required to release the bar to obtain a reward. (Crist et al. 1988 ). This method allows for relatively accurate determination of the depth of electrode penetration. As the electrode advanced out of the guide tube, we noted three depths at which unit activity was present. Through this procedure, we were able differentiate neurons in the superior temporal polysensory area (STP) from TE neurons in the superior temporal sulcus and TE neurons in the IT gyrus.
The electrode was advanced past the first region of activity, the STP, until the first clear burst of activity was heard within one of the two areas of TE. Then the electrode was allowed to sit undisturbed for a few minutes, after which the penetration was continued slowly until a single well-isolated unit was found. Single-unit signals that met a combined time-voltage criterion were converted to digital pulses (Frederick Haer), and those pulses were recorded by a laboratory minicomputer (PDP 1 l-73) with a 1 -ms time resolution (Hays et al. 1982) .
After the end of these experiments, one animal became ill and died and the other was perfused. The brains were removed, fixed, sectioned, and stained with cresyl violet. Tracks left by the electrodes and guide tube were identified.
Analysis intervals
A single recording session usually contained several thousand trials and thus each of the Walsh patterns appeared repeatedly in the three contexts (sample, match, and nonmatch).
We analyzed data only from those IT cells in which each of the 32 Walsh patterns appeared in each of the three contexts at least seven times (mean of 15). Only trials in which the monkeys performed correctly and did not release the bar during the presentation of the test stimulus were considered for further analysis. We did not analyze the data from the nonmatching stimuli that followed the matching stimuli (or, in the matching task, the matching stimuli that followed the nonmatching stimuli); in our paradigm, these later stimuli were simply a cue for the monkey to release the bar.
We divided the neuronal activity into a number of epochs to facilitate analysis (Fig. 2) . To quantify the responses to a particular stimulus in a given context, we used an interval starting 90 ms after stimulus appearance and lasting 256 ms, the peristimulus interval. The 90-ms delay accounted for the latency of the responses, and the 256-ms interval was chosen to exclude any responses elicited by the disappearance of the stimulus. We also analyzed the neuronal activity during the period between the sample and test stimuli, the interstimulus interval. The interstimulus interval was defined as the 256-ms period immediately preceding the appearance of the test stimulus. This duration was again chosen to avoid any responses to the disappearance of the sample stimuli. As a control, we also analyzed the activity during the period between trials, the inter-trial interval. The inter-trial interval was defined as the 256-ms period immediately preceding the appearance of the sample stimulus.
Response analysis
We displayed our data as raster diagrams and as average spike density functions (Fig. 3) . The spike density functions were constructed by replacing each spike in a neuronal response with a Gaussian kernel whose width depended inversely on the local density of the spikes (Richmond et al. 1990; Silverman 1986 ). To account for the variation in response latency across trials, each response was shifted to maximize its correlation with the mean of the unshifted responses (Richmond et al. 1990; Sanderson 1980 ). The maximum that any response could be shifted was t25 ms, but the shift was typically only a few milliseconds. The average shifted spike density function provides a continuous estimate of the probability of spike occurrence over time. + The neuronal responses were quantified in two ways. We defined the spike count as the number of action potentials, or spikes, that occurred in a given interval (peristimulus, interstimulus, or intertrial).
We also quantified the temporal firing pattern during the same intervals by extracting the principal components from all of the individual spike density functions of a given neuron. The principal components were extracted by applying the KarhunenLoeve transform (Fig. 4A) to the low-pass filtered ( 3 dB at 17 Hz) and resampled (at 64 points) spike densities. The principal components form an optimal set of measurements that allow us to quantify the temporal modulation over the entire epoch without assuming which part of the epoch contains information.
Note that the principal components are specific for the data set and the epoch. This multivariate approach is an unbiased alternative to subdividing the response into arbitrary parts ( Ahmed and Rao 1975; Richmond and Optican 1987) .
The principal components represent orthogonal response patterns. Thus no principal component can be formed from the others. Furthermore, the principal components are optimal in the least-mean-squared error sense. That is, the first principal component captures the most possible variance, the second most of the residual variance, and so on. In this way, any response waveform can be described with a few numbers representing the coefficients of the first few principal components (Fig. 4B ). 'The KarhunenLoeve transform guarantees that these coefficients are uncorrelated across all the responses.
The principal components represent the statistical properties of the spike-generating mechanism. Even though all responses can be represented by a superposition of these components, specific principal components are not necessarily related to specific stimulus parameters (Gawne et al. 199 1). Nonetheless, the principal These principal components were extracted from all the individual responses of the neuron to all 32 stimuli under all 3 behavioral contexts (sample, match, and nonmatch). Principal components are linearly independent, i.e., no principal component can be formed as a weighted sum of the others. Thus each principal component can be regarded as an independent wave of relative excitation and inhibition.
The waveforms are normalized to unit length. B: 4 representative response waveforms.
The bar graphs beneath them indicate the coefficients of their constituent principal components. The 1st and 2nd waveforms are fairly similar in overall firing rate (similar 1 st coefficients), but they have a different temporal profile (different 2nd, 3rd, and 4th coefficients).
In contrast, the 3rd and 4th waveforms are fairly similar in shape but clearly different in spike count (different 1 st coefficients). Horizontal baseline is at 0. components form a compact representation for the temporal modulation in neuronal responses and may be used to quantify that modulation.
The first principal component includes the same features of the response as the spike count, because they are highly correlated (Pearson r = 0.86 t 0.1). The subsequent principal components reflect other salient features of the response waveform, because they are not correlated with the spike count (Y < 0.20). In this study, we used the first three principal components to quantify both the mean firing rate and the temporal pattern of neuronal responses.
Stimulus-response relationships
The relationships between the stimuli and the responses were examined using analysis of variance and Shannon's information theory. We used the analysis of variance to determine whether current stimulus patterns, previous stimulus patterns, and behavioral context had significant linearly independent effects on the spike count and the individual principal components. We then used information theory to quantify the degree to which IT neurons encode information about visual stimuli, about remembered stimuli, and about the behavioral context of the stimuli.
Transmitted information is defined as the reduction in uncertainty regarding which stimulus was presented, given the response that occurred (Optican and Richmond 1987 ) . Information is calculated from the joint probability of stimulus-response pairings, which is obtained from the frequency of their occurrence in the data. The method we used to calculate transmitted information has been presented elsewhere (Optican and Richmond 1987; Optican et al. 199 1) .
Transmitted information quantifies the relation between a set of input and output codes. In our analysis of neuronal data, we used input codes that reflected the spatial patterns and the contexts (sample, match, nonmatch) of the stimuli. We used two output codes, either the spike count or the coefficients of the first three principal components. The code based on the spike count indicated only the average strength of the responses, whereas the code based on the first three principal components incorporated both the strength of the responses and their temporal pattern.
All experimental protocols described above complied with Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the National Institute of Mental Health Animal Care and Use Committee.
RESULTS
We recorded 76 visually responsive neurons from the IT cortex of two monkeys. Fifty-five neurons were recorded while the monkeys performed the tasks with the full set of 32 patterns. Of those 55 neurons, 29 were recorded while the monkeys performed the nonmatch-to-sample task and 26 were recorded during the match-to-sample task. The remaining 2 1 neurons were recorded from one monkey while it performed the nonmatch-to-sample task with a limited set of only three or six Walsh patterns.
Visual encoding
The average spike count of the neuronal responses to individual patterns ranged from 0 to > 100 spikes/s. Most neurons responded differentially to the Walsh patterns, although a few neurons gave stereotyped responses to all of the Walsh patterns. The neuron shown in Fig. 5 is fairly typical in that it responded to the different Walsh patterns with different amounts and patterns of activity.
Twelve out of the 55 neurons tested with the complete set of Walsh patterns exhibited responses that were related to the sequency of the Walsh patterns. Sequency refers to the number of transitions between black and white within a given Walsh pattern. Some of these neurons responded more vigorously to Walsh patterns with higher sequencies (Fig. 6 ). Other neurons responded more vigorously to patterns with lower sequencies. The responses to a given pattern were frequently similar to those elicited by its contrastreversed counterpart (Fig. 6) .
We observed that pattern-dependent effects were apparent in both the spike count of the responses and in their temporal waveform. For example, in Fig. 7 the first two patterns (A and B) elicited much stronger average responses than the next two patterns (C and 0). In addition, the second pattern had a more sustained response than the was a significant difference between the spike count of the first.
responses to sample and match stimuli (Table 1) . HowWe quantified the effects of the Walsh patterns on the ever, there was no consistent trend for the spike count of the spike count and the temporal response waveform by using an analysis of variance. A number representing the Walsh pattern of the stimuli was the independent variable, and either the spike count or the weights of the principal components were the dependent variables. The null hypothesis was that the spike count or the coefficients of the principal components were randomly related to the Walsh patterns. In all cases, the significance level was set at P < 0.05. We found that the patterns of the stimuli modulated the spike count in 82% of the 55 neurons tested with the complete stimulus set. The pattern of the stimuli also modulated the first principal component in 82% of the neurons, the second in 7 1% of the neurons, and the third in 76% of the neurons Thus the responses of most IT neurons were significantly modulated by visual patterns, and this modulation occurred both in the spike count and in the temporal waveform of the responses. match stimuli to be higher or lower than the spike count of the sample stimuli. In 34 neurons, there was a significant difference between the spike count of the responses to the sample and nonmatch stimuli. In this case, about two thirds of the 34 neurons responded more strongly to the nonmatch stimuli. In 17 out of the 55 neurons, the spike count of the responses to the matching stimuli differed from those to the nonmatching stimuli. In all but one of those neurons, the responses to the nonmatching stimuli were greater than the responses to the matching stimuli (Table 1 ) , a result seen by others (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Miller et al. 199 1) .
Inspection of the individual responses revealed that the effects of behavioral context were apparent in both the spike count and the temporal waveform of the responses. For the neuron shown in Fig. 84 , both the spike count and the temporal waveform were dependent on the context of the stimuli. In contrast, in the neuron shown in Fig. 8 B it was primarily the temporal waveform that was dependent Behavioral context on the context of the stimuli. The effect of behavioral context often appeared to be relaWe also asked whether the responses of IT neurons re-tively independent of the pattern-related effects. tive to the pattern of the stimuli. Furthermore, the context patterns usually maintained the same relative relationships of the stimuli had a consistent effect on the response to a to each other. given pattern: the spike count was lowest for the sample, Figure 10 shows the mean spike count averaged over all higher for the match, and highest for the nonmatch context. 55 neurons in the sample, match, and nonmatch condiHowever, within each context the responses to the different tions. There is no statistically significant difference between these amounts.
A B C D
We examined the effect of behavioral context across all q patterns by using the analysis of variance. The independent variable was the behavioral context of the stimuli, whereas the dependent variables were the spike count or the coeffi- in the temporal waveform of the responses.
independent variables. Analysis of variance showed that there were significant nonlinear interactions between pattern and context on the spike count in 24% of the cells. There were also significant nonlinear interactions between pattern and context for the first principal component in 3 I%, for the second in 42%, and for the third in 5 1% of the cells.
Although the analysis of variance can detect nonlinear interaction effects, say between pattern and context, it does not differentiate between interactions that reduce or preserve information. Another shortcoming of the analysis of variance is that it does not rule out the possibility that the principal components were modulated in a redundant fashion. For example, even though the higher principal components were significantly modulated, they may not have contributed any more information than was available in the first principal component (Gawne et al. 199 1) .
We resolved these questions by using information theory. The input codes were based on the patterns of the stimuli, Discrimination between behavioral contexts
Up to this point, context referred to all three behavioral contexts taken together. Thus it was possible that the information about behavioral context was not distributed evenly. For example, all of the information about context might have been due only to a difference between sample and match stimuli. Therefore we calculated the information for each pair of contexts (sample-match, sample-nonmatch, and match-nonmatch) separately. In this way, we could determine whether the neuronal responses allow a discrimination between sample and match, match and nonmatch, and so on (Fig. 12) . We found that there was a small amount of information transmitted about each pair of contexts. To control for the possibility that this informa-
Ll the context of the stimuli, or the combination of pattern and context. The output codes were based on the spike count alone or on the coefficients of the first three principal components. This analysis was performed on the 55 neurons recorded while the monkeys were performing the task with the complete stimulus set (Fig. 11) .
First, we grouped the responses according to the pattern, n irrespective of the context, and calculated the transmitted information. Overall, the neurons transmitted a significant amount of information about the patterns of the stimuli (Fig. 11, pattern) . The average amount of information transmitted about the stimulus pattern was significantly higher with the temporal waveform code (T3) than with the B code based on spike count alone (TS; paired t test, P < 0.001).
We then grouped the responses according to their behavioral context, irrespective of the stimulus pattern, and calculated the transmitted information.
The average amount of information transmitted about context was small (Fig.  11, context ), but significantly different from zero ( l-group t test, P < 0.00 1). The temporal waveform code conveyed more than twice as much information as the spike count code. This gain in information was highly significant (paired t test, P < 0.00 1).
Finally, we considered each combination of stimulus pattern (32 Walsh patterns) and context (sample, match, nonmatch) as a unique input code (Fig. 11, combination) . We found that the amount of information about the combination was higher than the information transmitted about pattern alone or about context alone (paired t test, P < 0.00 1). As expected, the amount of information transmit- tion was not significantly different than zero, i.e., because of noise, we also computed the information for a pair of contexts that were theoretically indistinguishable.
In our experiments, there are two groups of samples: those that precede a match and those that precede a nonmatch. Because the monkey had no way of differentiating these two groups of samples, they can serve as a control for the other pairs of contexts. The amount of information apparently transmitted by the noise in the control was subtracted from the experimental conditions in Fig. 12 . We found that, on average, the 55 neurons conveyed significantly more information about all three pairings (sample-match, samplenonmatch, and match-nonmatch) than the control samplesample pairing (t test, P < 0.00 1). However, there was significantly more information about the sample-match and sample-nonmatch pairs than the match-nonmatch pair (t test, P < 0.005). Furthermore, in all cases more information was transmitted with the code based on the principal components than with the code based on the spike count (t test, P < 0.00 1). Thus the neuronal responses can discriminate between sample and test stimuli, and, less reliably, between match and nonmatch stimuli. Mean spike count averaged over all 55 neurons in the sample, match, and nonmatch conditions. There is no statistically significant difference between these amounts.
Controlfir motor response
We controlled for the possibility that transmitted information was somehow affected by the motor action involved in the bar release or by the reward itself. We compared the information about the sample-nonmatch pairings in the nonmatch-to-sample and match-to-sample tasks. In these cases, the stimuli were identical, but in only one task did the monkey release the bar after the nonmatch stimulus. If the bar release had had a consistent effect on the difference between the sample and nonmatch stimuli, one would expect the information conveyed about the sample-nonmatch pair to change on the basis of the task. In fact, there was no significant difference ( t test, P = 0.09) in the transmitted information about the sample-nonmatch pair in the nonmatch-to-sample task (0.05 1 bits, SE = 0.008, n = 29) compared with the information in the match-to-sample task (0.035 bits, SE = 0.004, yt = 26).
There were no significant differences in the three basic measures of transmitted information: the pattern alone, the context alone, or the unique combination of pattern and context. The information transmitted about pattern was 0.34 t 0.06 (SE) bits in the nonmatch-to-sample task and 0.32 t 0.07 b't 1 s in the match-to-sample task. Similarly, the information about context was 0.05 1 t 0.007 bits in the nonmatch-to-sample task and 0.036 t 0.004 bits in the match-to-sample task. Finally, the information transmitted about the unique combination of pattern and context was 0.44 ? 0.07 bits in the nonmatch-to-sample task and 0.39 t 0.08 bits in the match-to-sample task. We therefore considered data from the two paradigms to be equivalent, and from this point on we will not differentiate between them.
Information transmission within the behavioral contexts
It is possible that a neuron's ability to discriminate among different patterns depends on the context in which the patterns are presented. We tested this possibility by calculating the amount of information transmitted about the pattern of the stimuli within each behavioral context (Fig.  13) . We found that the amount of information transmitted about the pattern of the stimuli was essentially the same in all three contexts (sample, match, nonmatch). Thus, even though a neuron's activity may be enhanced or diminished under certain behavioral contexts, this does not necessarily mean that the neuron's ability to discriminate among the different patterns is altered. For example, the responses to all nonmatching stimuli may be enhanced, but if this enhancement is uniform, then there will be no gain in information about the pattern of the stimuli.
Pattern memory
To perform the nonmatch-to-sample task, the monkey must compare the current test stimulus with the memory of the preceding sample stimulus. One possibility is that neurons retain a memory by maintaining some activity during the period between the presentations of the sample and test stimuli. Another possibility is that the effects of memory cannot be observed until it is necessary to actually make a comparison between current and previous stimuli.
MEMORY-RELATED ACTIVITY IN THE INTERVALS BETWEEN STIMULI.
We compared the activity during the interstimulus interval with the activity in the intertrial interval (Fig.  14) . Averaged across neurons, there was no significant difference in activity between the two intervals. However, when each neuron was considered individually, some differences were detected. In 17 of the 55 neurons, the activity during the inter-trial interval was greater than that in the interstimulus interval (P < 0.05 ). In 20 neurons, the activity during the intertrial interval was less than that in the interstimulus interval (P < 0.05 ). However, in the remaining 18 neurons, the activity during the interstimulus interval was not significantly different from the activity in the intertrial interval. Furthermore, it should be noted that although some individual differences in activity were significant, they tended to be rather small (mean difference = 2.2 + 0.4 spikes/s). For example, in Fig. 14 there was a -significant difference in the spike count between the intertrial and the interstimulus interval (4.9 vs. 4.0 spikes/s, P < 0.05). However, such a small difference is barely noticeable. In contrast, the difference between the responses to the test stimuli was striking ( 8.7 vs. 18.0 spike/s, P < 0.001).
We used information theory to determine whether the activity during the interstimulus interval was specific for the pattern of the preceding sample stimuli. As a control, we performed the same analysis on the intertrial interval, which precedes the sample stimuli and thus cannot convey any information about their pattern. We found that the responses in the interstimulus interval conveyed only a small amount of information (mean = 0.034 t 0.004 bits) about the spatial pattern of the sample stimuli. This was not significantly different from the information present in the control interval (mean = 0.03 1 t 0.004 bits). Thus retaining "memories" of previous stimuli through maintained activity was not a general property of these neurons.
We looked for memory-related activity in the peristimulus interval. In this analysis, we investigated whether there was information about the specific pattern of the sample stimuli in the responses to the nonmatching test stimuli. This is a different measure than the information about behavioral context, which only indicates whether the stimuli were presented first or second and whether the test stimuli were a match or a nonmatch to the sample stimuli, irrespective of stimulus pattern. The effects of the patterns used as sample (Note that there are twice as many trials in the ~@JJZUS~ raster, because a given sample-match pairing occurred twice as often as a given sample-nonmatch pairing when there were only 3 stimuli.) stimuli on the responses to the test stimuli were easier to demonstrate in the neurons recorded while the monkey was performing the task with only three Walsh patterns because there were many repetitions of each sample-test combination. In many neurons, the pattern of the sample stimuli appeared to have a substantial effect on the responses to the test stimuli. Figure 15 shows that the responses elicited by the same test stimulus can be modulated by the patterns of the preceding stimuli. The responses to the test stimulus differed depending on whether the previous sample stimulus was a match or a nonmatch. Furthermore, in the non-A ESKANDAR, RICHMOND, AND OPTICAN match trials, the responses to the same test stimulus were differentially modulated by the specific patterns of the previous nonmatching sample stimuli. Figure 16 shows the responses elicited by nine possible combinations of sample and test patterns. It is clear that the patterns of the sample stimuli had an effect on both matching and nonmatching test stimuli, although the greatest enhancement was seen in the matching trials (along the diagonal). Figure 17 shows the responses of another neuron. In this case, the patterns of the sample stimuli affected both matching and nonmatching test stimuli, but there was no consistent enhancement in matching trials.
We used an analysis of variance to determine whether the patterns of previous stimuli had a significant effect on the responses to current stimuli ( Table 2 ). This analysis could only be applied to the neurons recorded with the limited set of stimuli to satisfy the conditions of analysis of variance. The results showed that the patterns of previous stimuli had either a significant main effect or a significant interaction effect on the first principal component in 52%, on the second in 29%, and on the third in 29% of the neurons. Overall, there was some significant effect of the previous stimuli on the responses to the current stimuli in 67% of the neurons. When the effects of previous and current stimuli interact nonlinearly, the analysis of variance is limited in that it cannot demonstrate whether information is preserved, reduced, or increased. Furthermore, this analysis considers each principal component separately and thus does not address the possibility that additional information might be transmitted by the combination of the principal components. We used information theory, which does not share the same constraints and limits as the analysis of variance, to address these issues and to analyze the data gathered using the complete stimulus set.
We quantified the memory-related information about the patterns of the sample stimuli conveyed by the responses to the test stimuli in the neurons recorded using the ti wa12 10 We did not use responses to matching stimuli in this analysis because the patterns of the sample and match stimuli are the same and the information about the previous stimuli would be confounded with the information about the current stimuli.
This procedure might overestimate the amount of memory-related information because the number of responses in our data set was too small to guarantee a perfectly uniform distribution of sample-test pairings. To control for this overestimation, we also sorted the responses elicited by the sample stimuli according to the patterns of the nonmatching stimuli that followed. There will be some information in this control because of the lack of a perfectly uniform distribution in the sample-test pairings.
We found that when the principal component code (T3) was used, the responses to the nonmatching test stimuli conveyed significantly more information about the patterns of the previous sample stimuli than did the control [t test, P < 0.005 (Fig. 18 ) ] . However, when the spike count code (TS) was used, the information transmitted was not the nonmatch-to-sample task with only 3 Walsh patterns. For this neuron, the patterns of the sample stimuli affected both matching and nonmatching test stimuli, but there was no consistent enhancement in matching trials (cf. Fig. 16 ). Note that data in the leftmost column is the same data shown in Fig. 15 , but with less low-pass filtering.
significantly different from that transmitted by the control. Thus the memory of previous patterns had a significant effect on the responses to current patterns, but this memory-related information was primarily conveyed by the temporal modulation of the responses, not by their spike count. The amount of information about the previous stimulus, averaged across all of our neurons, was 0.11 bits (SE = 0.01, y1 = 5 1). Furthermore, the average over the best Only the nonmatch trials were included in the information about current pattern.
A control was done for the information transmitted in the responses to the sample stimuli about the upcoming nonmatch stimuli.
The information transmitted about previous patterns was significantly greater than the control for first 3 principal components (T3 ), but not for information transmitted by spike count (TS). Symbols as in Fig. 11 . quarter of our neurons was almost double that amount (0.21 bits, SE = 0.01, n = 13).
The distribution of information across the principal components confirms that the information about previous patterns is conveyed in a fundamentally different manner than the information about current patterns (Fig. 19 ) . For current patterns, the ratio of info rmation conveyed by the first principal component compared with T3 was 0.65, for the second principal component it was 0.25, and for the third principal component it was 0.22. The amount of information conveyed by the first principal component was significantly higher than the information conveyed by either the second or third principal component (t test, P < 0.005).
For previous patterns, a different distribution was observed. The ratio of information conveyed by the first principal component compared with T3 was 0.33, the ratio for the second principal component was 0.37, and the ratio for the third principal component was 0.38. In this case there was no significant difference in the amount of information transmitted by each of the three principal components. Thus information about current patterns was more dependent on the spike count of the responses, whereas information about previous patterns was predominantly conveyed by the temporal waveform of the responses.
Functional divisions of area TE
We classified the area of cortex from which we recorded on the basis of the stereotaxic position of the guide tube ( AP+ 11 -AP+ 16, L20-L22) and the depth of the electrode. We recorded single units in two areas separated by a region with no activity. One area was adjacent to the skull, in the IT gyrus, and the other area was located -1.5 mm above the first in the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus ( Fig. 20) . We presume that both of these areas were in area TE of IT cortex. There was a third area of activity superior to these two areas. We classified this region as the STP, but there are no neurons from this area in the current study. At the conclusion of the experiments, the brains of both animals were fixed, sectioned, and stained. Examination of the sections showed that the electrode tracks passed through the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus and the ventral surface of the IT gyrus, both of which are in area TE of the inferior temporal cortex (Fig. 20) .
In one monkey, we had enough electrode penetrations to discriminate between neurons in the sulcus and gyrus according to depth. We compared the ability of these two groups of neurons to transmit information about current and gyrus ( n ) . B: same for pattern and recall information. C: average information about pattern, context and recalled stimuli. Note that the information transmitted about the patterns of the current stimuli is significantly higher in the gyrus than in the sulcus.
patterns, recalled patterns, and behavioral context (Fig.  21C ). There was no significant difference in the information transmitted about behavioral context and recalled patterns. However, there was a significant difference in the information transmitted about the pattern of the current stimuli (t test, P < 0.0 1). More than twice as much information about the current pattern was transmitted by neurons in the gyrus (mean = 0.52 t 0.10 bits) as by neurons in the sulcus (mean = 0.20 t 0.03 bits). The scatter plots in Fig. 2 1, A and B, show that the units from the sulcus and gyrus are well separated. Thus the difference in these populations is unlikely to result from a sampling error. This suggests that area TE can be functionally subdivided. some information about whether any stimulus appeared first or second. Our results also show that most neurons conveyed some information about whether any test stimulus was a match or a nonmatch to the previous sample stimulus. However, the information about whether a stimulus was a match or a nonmatch was smaller than the information about whether a stimulus was first or second. The neurons did not confound the pattern and context information because their responses were multivariate, with the temporal modulation of the response containing 30% of the pattern information and 70% of the context information (cf. Fig. 11 ).
Pattern infirmation within the behavioral contexts
DISCUSSION
The results obtained in this study demonstrate four major points. First, IT neurons convey information about the patterns of current visual stimuli in both the strength and temporal waveform of their responses. Second, IT neurons convey information about the behavioral context (sample, match, or nonmatch) of the stimuli independently of the pattern information in both the strength and temporal waveform of their responses. Third, IT neurons convey information about the pattern of previous stimuli, primarily in the temporal waveforms of their responses. Fourth, TE neurons in the IT gyrus convey twice as much information about the patterns of the current stimuli as TE neurons in the superior temporal sulcus.
Visual encoding
Our results agree with previous studies which have reported that IT neurons respond differentially to complex visual stimuli (Desimone et al. 1984; Gross et al. 1972 Gross et al. , 1979 Richmond et al. 1987) . In addition, the responses in a number of our neurons were related in a predictable manner to the sequency of the Walsh patterns. This result seems similar to the finding that IT neurons are tuned to the frequency content of shapes whose boundaries followed a Fourier series (Schwartz et al. 1983) . Our results also show that pattern-dependent information was conveyed in both the spike count and the temporal waveforms of the responses, as reported previously (Optican and Richmond 1987 ) . These findings indicate that IT neurons convey information about a wide variety of stimuli in both the rate and temporal waveform of their responses.
Behavioral context
A number of researchers have studied the responses of IT neurons during matching-to-sample tasks (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Fuster and Jervey 198 1; Fuster et al. 198 1; Gross et al. 1979; Mikami and Kubota 1980; Miller et al. 199 1; Miyashita and Chang 1988; Riches et al. 199 1) . The studies that focused on the peristimulus interval found that the responses to a pattern depended on whether it appeared first or second and, if second, on whether it was a match or a nonmatch to the previous pattern. It was not clear from these studies whether the behavioral context could be decoded from the responses irrespective of the stimuli. Our results show that the responses of most IT neurons convey In a previous study using sequential stimulus presentations in a matching task, it was proposed that the neuronal responses in area V4 become more selective for the rewardcontingent stimulus (Haenny and Schiller 1988) . To determine whether a similar change in selectivity occurs in IT cortex, we calculated the information transmitted about the patterns of the stimuli within each behavioral context. If the discriminability of the neurons improves when the animal is looking for a particular stimulus, then one would expect the information in either the match or nonmatch context to be higher than in the sample context. In fact, there was no significant difference between the two measures. This suggests that, in contrast to the proposal about V4 neurons, the ability of IT neurons to discriminate among different visual patterns is not affected by the context in which they are viewed.
Information about recalled patterns
To perform a visual pattern matching task, it is necessary to compare the internal representation of the current stimulus with some memory of the previous stimulus. It is possible that neurons retain memories by maintaining a particular level of activity. If that were the case, then such activity should be apparent during the interstimulus interval. A few studies have found that some neurons exhibit an increase in activity during the interstimulus interval (Fuster and Jervey 198 1; Fuster et al. 198 1; Miyashita and Chang 1988) . Furthermore, in a small number of neurons this activity was found to be specific for such aspects as the color or shape of the sample stimuli.
Our results showed no difference in the activity between the interstimulus and the inter-trial intervals across the neurons. When the responses in the intervals were compared within individual neurons, one third showed no difference, one third showed slightly greater activity during the interstimulus interval than during the intertrial interval, and one third showed the reverse. Furthermore, we found no evidence that the activity during the interstimulus interval was specific for the pattern of the immediately preceding sample stimuli. There are at least three possible reasons why we did not find stimulus-specific delay activity. First, the previous studies used intervals between the stimuli ranging from 16 to 32 s; sometimes the latency of the memory-dependent interstimulus activity was longer than our total interstimulus interval ( 550 ms) . Second, there may be only a small number of cells with substantial stimulus-specific delay activity. Thus it is possible that we did not sample enough neurons to detect an effect. Third, area TE may not be completely homogeneous, and thus it is possible that we were recording from a different population of neurons than those of previous studies. Nevertheless, it is clear that the presence of stimulus-specific memory activity during the delay periods is not ubiquitous among IT neurons.
PERISTIMULUS
INTERVAL.
Previous studies using delayed matching-to-sample tasks have shown that the responses to the test stimuli were affected by the sample stimuli (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Gross et al. 1979; Mikami and Kubota 1980) . However, this effect could have been due only to the behavioral context, i.e., whether the test stimulus was a match or a nonmatch. The previous studies did not clearly differentiate between the effects due to behavioral context and the effects due to the specific patterns of previous stimuli. Our results show that information about the patterns of the previous stimuli is conveyed in the responses to the nonmatching test stimuli, a result recently seen by others (Miller et al. 199 1) .
Our results showed that there was information about the specific pattern of the previous stimulus and not simply whether the previous stimulus was a match or a nonmatch to the current stimulus. Furthermore, much of this information (65%) was conveyed by the temporal modulation of the responses (cf. Fig. 18 ). We infer from these results that the temporal response waveforms of IT neurons convey information about the patterns of both current and previous stimuli.
Another question is whether information about previous stimuli is only available to IT neurons or whether it is also found in other visual areas. Studies in area V4 of awake monkeys performing a task similar to ours have found that neuronal responses were modulated by the orientation of the stimuli to which the animal was cued (Haenny et al. 1988) . The same studies found that the orientation of the cue stimuli had only a small or moderate effect on neuronal responses in Vl. Furthermore, previous studies of awake monkeys in our laboratory have shown that there is little interaction between the effects of sequentially presented Walsh patterns on the responses of V 1 neurons if the presentations are separated by more than 60 ms (Watanabe et al. 1989) . Thus the presence of a large interaction between previous and current stimuli appears to be a property of higher-order areas such as V4 and IT in awake, behaving monkeys.
Functional anatomy
Most previous studies of the functional anatomy of IT cortex have focused on the differences between the anterior and posterior areas. However, area TE of the inferior temporal cortex is cytoarchitectonically defined to include parts of both the superior temporal sulcus and the IT gyrus (von Bonin and Bailey 1947) . A few studies have. noted differences between the TE neurons in these two areas. One such study found that neurons in the sulcus appeared to have somewhat larger receptive fields than neurons in the gyrus (Desimone and Gross 1979) . Another study found that TE cells with activity during the delay period of a match-to-sample task were more prevalent in the sulcus than in the gyrus (Fuster et al. 198 1) . Finally, one group has found that cooling the IT gyrus of IT cortex caused a deficit in the performance of delayed match-to-sample tasks, whereas cooling of the middle temporal gyrus did not (Horel et al. 1987) . Our results, based on electrode depth records, suggest that whereas the two areas are functionally similar in most respects, neurons in the gyrus convey more than twice as much information about the pattern of the current visual stimulus than neurons in the sulcus. This supports the idea that neurons in the gyrus might have a different function than the sulcal neurons.
The reduced information in the sulcal neurons may be due to a smaller channel capacity for these stimuli. However, it is also possible that neurons in the sulcus have the same channel capacity as neurons in other areas and are performing some other, as yet unknown, function. In that case, the unknown function would not be accounted for in these information calculations. Some support for this latter possibility is provided by studies that have shown that some TE neurons in the superior temporal sulcus have inputs from both IT cortex and parietal cortex (Baizer et al. 199 1; Seltzer and Pandya 1978) . Thus it may be that these neurons are involved in some function related to both the pattern and the spatial location of the stimuli.
Role ofIT neurons in visual memory tasks
In current theories of pattern recognition, information about visual images is represented by the distribution of active neurons in a form of associative memory (Rolls 1987 ) . In such a population-encoding scheme, an incoming visual signal activates a specific population of neurons. However, this concept does not explain the process underlying pattern recognition, because the activated population of neurons must still be recognized by some unspecified operation. What is still lacking is an understanding of the mechanism for comparing the internal representations of new stimuli with the internal representations of recalled stimuli.
Ablation studies have shown that IT cortex must be involved in visual memory tasks such as delayed match-tosample (Iwai and Mishkin 1968; Mishkin 1972 Mishkin , 1982 . The lesioned animals typically have a deficit in the performance of the delayed match-to-sample task at short delays that can only be partially overcome by extensive retraining (Mishkin 1982) . In addition, a number of studies using match-tosample paradigms similar to ours have shown that cooling IT cortex causes a deficit in performance with short delays or with no delays (Fuster et al. 198 1; Horel 1984; Horel et al. 1987) . Thus IT neurons appear to be important in the performance of tasks that require short-term visual memory.
As an aid in the interpretation of our data, it is useful to consider the structure of a simple visual memory system. At the minimum, such a system must encode a current stimulus, recall the encoding of a previous stimulus, compare the encodings of the two stimuli, and then make a decision on the basis of the outcome of the comparison (Fig. 22) . Our results allow us to associate neurons in area IT with specific steps in the conceptual model. The system must encode a current stimulus, recall the code of a previous stimulus, compare the 2 codes, and make a decision on the basis of that comparison. We suggest that inferior temporal (IT) cortex is contributing primarily to the comparison step (thick outline).
If IT neurons were performing only the encoding step, one would expect information exclusively about the current patterns. However, most of our neurons conveyed information about current patterns, previous patterns, and the behavioral context of the patterns. If IT neurons were performing only the recall step, one would expect the transmitted information to be exclusively about recalled patterns. However, in our results, the information about recalled patterns was only a fraction ( 25% ) of the information about current patterns (cf. Fig. 18 ). Thus the primary role of IT neurons does not seem to be either encoding information about current stimuli or recalling information about previous stimuli.
If IT neurons were involved in the decision-making step of pattern recognition, one would expect information primarily about whether the test stimuli were a match or a nonmatch to the sample stimuli. In fact, IT neurons conveyed only a small amount of information about whether the test stimuli were a match or a nonmatch. The information regarding whether the test stimuli were a match or a nonmatch comprised a relatively small proportion (6%) of the total information about the combination of pattern and context (cf. Figs. 11 and 12 ) . Thus we infer that IT neurons do not reflect the decision step itself, but encode information that would be useful to the decision-making process. If IT neurons were involved in the comparison step of the visual memory system, one would expect information about the patterns of both current and recalled stimuli. Furthermore, some information about the behavioral context would be expected. In fact, most IT neurons conveyed such a mixture of information. Thus we hypothesize that inferior temporal cortex is primarily a processing stage for comparing the internal representations of new stimuli with the internal representations of remembered stimuli.
Our hypothesis, that IT neurons compare the internal representations of current and recalled stimuli, is consistent with both the known anatomic connections and the functional correlates of the IT cortex. IT cortex is known to be intimately related both to earlier visual areas (Baizer et al. 199 1; Desimone et al. 1980; Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982) and to downstream structures such as the amygdala, entorhinal cortex, and hippocampus (Aggleton et al. 1980; Amaral and Price 1984; Insausti et al. 1987 Earlier studies of IT neurons reported that responses to matching stimuli could be either larger or smaller than those to nonmatching stimuli (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Gross et al. 1979) . A recent study reported that the mean rate of responses was smaller for matching than for nonmatching stimuli (Miller et al. 199 1) . This led Miller et al. to propose that "IT neurons may be acting as adaptive mnemonic filters that seek to preferentially pass information about new, unexpected, or not recently seen stimuli." However, this interpretation does not cover all of the data from earlier studies ( Baylis and Rolls 1987; Gross et al. 1979 ) or from our own study ( cf. Fig. 10 ). Under our experimental conditions, only one third of the neurons showed a consistent decrement in response to matching patterns relative to nonmatching patterns. Furthermore, there was no consistent difference between sample-match and samplenonmatch patterns. A filter that preferentially passes information would, by definition, convey less information about the pattern of the matching stimulus and more about the pattern of the nonmatching stimulus. However, our analysis showed that the amounts of information about the pattern of the stimulus available in the responses to sample, match, and nonmatch stimuli were the same. Thus we conclude that the "adaptive mnemonic filter" hypothesis is limited to only some neurons under some circumstances. In the companion paper, we test our hypothesis that IT neurons are involved in comparing the internal representations of new stimuli with those of remembered stimuli. We show that this hypothesis can explain the temporally modulated responses of IT neurons, including the changes in mean firing rate, in all neurons, whether the matching responses were the same, larger or smaller. Hence our hypothesis, that IT neurons compare the internal representations of current and recalled stimuli, includes the effects that gave rise to the adaptive mnemonic filter hypothesis and also accounts for other data that could not be explained by that hypothesis.
Role oftemporal modulation in visual memory tasks
The mechanism for performing the hypothesized comparisons of the internal representations of current and recalled stimuli has not been specified. However, all of our results show that more information is carried by the temporal modulation of the responses than by their spike count. The temporal modulation accounted for 35% of the information about current stimulus patterns, for 65% of the information about previous patterns, and for 70% of the information about behavioral context (cf. Figs. 11 and 18) . Thus it appears that IT neurons consistently convey a substantial amount of information in the temporal waveforms of their responses. Although we have used the principal components to represent a temporally modulated code, we do not suppose that the brain actually uses this particular code. In fact, the principal components depend on the specific data from which they were extracted (in particular the choice of epoch). However, they show that using some form of temporal code would be more advantageous than
